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MotivationMotivation

Inert gases are used in lowInert gases are used in low--level nuclear level nuclear 
and particle physics:and particle physics:
–– for cleaning / as blanketsfor cleaning / as blankets
–– liquefied: for shielding / as scintillatorliquefied: for shielding / as scintillator

CountCount--rates down to event/yearrates down to event/year--scale scale 
require highest purity!require highest purity!
Usually orders of magnitude cleaner than Usually orders of magnitude cleaner than 
commercial specifications (6.0, <1ppm)commercial specifications (6.0, <1ppm)
Task: Removal of dissolved radioactive Task: Removal of dissolved radioactive 
impurities (e.g. impurities (e.g. 222222Rn, Rn, 8585Kr, Kr, 3939Ar)Ar)



Example: Purity requirements in Example: Purity requirements in 
nitrogen for BOREXINOnitrogen for BOREXINO

RequiredRequired puritypurity

222222RnRn <3 atoms/m<3 atoms/m33 <7<7 µµBq/mBq/m33

KryptonKrypton <0.14 ppt<0.14 ppt 8585KrKr: : <0.2<0.2 µµBq/mBq/m33

ArgonArgon <0.36 ppm<0.36 ppm 3939ArAr: : <0.6<0.6 µµBq/mBq/m33
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Noble gas mass spectrometerNoble gas mass spectrometer

Detection limit: Ar: 10-9 cm3

Kr: 10-13 cm3



Low background proportional Low background proportional 
countercounter

active volume:
0.5-1 cm3

222222Rn Rn detectiondetection limitlimit ((includingincluding backgroundbackground
fromfrom countercounter--fillingfilling): ): ~15~15 atomsatoms !!
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NN22 purification from Ar/Kr/Rn by purification from Ar/Kr/Rn by 
adsorption techniquesadsorption techniques

→→ H. Simgen: „Adsorption techniques for H. Simgen: „Adsorption techniques for 
gas purification“ LRT 2004, Sudburygas purification“ LRT 2004, Sudbury

Conclusions:Conclusions:
Ar/NAr/N22 separation impossibleseparation impossible
Kr/NKr/N22 separation difficultseparation difficult
Rn/NRn/N22 separation „easy“separation „easy“
Main issue: reMain issue: re--contaminationcontamination



NN22 purification plant @ LNGSpurification plant @ LNGS

222Rn in N2 after purification: <0.5 μBq/m3 (STP)

222Rn in N2 before 
purification:

~50 μBq/m3 (STP)

Adsorber mass:
2.1 kg

Flow-rate: up to
100 m3/h (STP)



Argon purification from Argon purification from 222222RnRn

Argon: Cryogenic shield in GERDAArgon: Cryogenic shield in GERDA
222222Rn purity requirement: <0.5 Rn purity requirement: <0.5 μμBq/mBq/m33

Concerning adsorption:Concerning adsorption:
–– NN22 and Ar behave similar (both very and Ar behave similar (both very 

different from radon)different from radon)
–– But: T(LAr) = T(LNBut: T(LAr) = T(LN22) + 10K) + 10K

Technical difficulty: Argon can easily Technical difficulty: Argon can easily 
freeze!freeze!



Argon purification from Argon purification from 222222RnRn

222Rn in Ar after purification: <0.5 μBq/m3 (STP)

222Rn in Ar before 
purification:

~200 μBq/m3 (STP)

Adsorber mass:
0.15 kg

Flow-rate: up to
20 m3/h (STP)



Air Air 
separation separation 

plantplant
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Ar/Kr concentration in nitrogen Ar/Kr concentration in nitrogen 
from different sourcesfrom different sources

DescriptionDescription Ar [ppm]Ar [ppm] Kr [ppt]Kr [ppt]

LindeLinde AG (Worms)AG (Worms) 0.40.4 66

WestfalenWestfalen AG (AG (HörstelHörstel)) 0.030.03 77

SOL (SOL (MantovaMantova)) 0.20.2 99

GoalGoal 0.360.36 0.140.14



Problems with samplingProblems with sampling

Gaseous samples (1Gaseous samples (1--5 ccm) have 5 ccm) have 
bad volume/surface ratiobad volume/surface ratio
⇒⇒ high risk of contaminationhigh risk of contamination

Thus: Liquid samples (240 l LNThus: Liquid samples (240 l LN22))



Ar/Kr concentration in nitrogen Ar/Kr concentration in nitrogen 
from different sourcesfrom different sources

DescriptionDescription Ar [ppm]Ar [ppm] Kr [ppt]Kr [ppt]

LindeLinde AG (Worms)AG (Worms) 0.40.4 66

WestfalenWestfalen AG (AG (HörstelHörstel)) 0.030.03 77

SOL (SOL (MantovaMantova)) 0.20.2 99

WestfalenWestfalen AG (AG (HörstelHörstel)) 0.00050.0005 0.060.06

SOL (SOL (MantovaMantova)) 0.0050.005 0.040.04

LindeLinde AG (Worms)AG (Worms) 0.040.04 44

GoalGoal 0.360.36 0.140.14



Problems with samplingProblems with sampling

Even liquid samples must be Even liquid samples must be 
prepared very carefullyprepared very carefully

No appropiate sampling port for No appropiate sampling port for 
smallsmall--scale samples available at scale samples available at 
Linde plantLinde plant

Thus: TestThus: Test--tank installed @ MPIKtank installed @ MPIK



small sampling
dewar (240 l)

LN2

60 m tube directly to
mass spectrometer

Ultrapure nitrogen from LINDEUltrapure nitrogen from LINDE

LINDE tank @ MPIK



Ar/Kr concentration in nitrogen Ar/Kr concentration in nitrogen 
from different sourcesfrom different sources

DescriptionDescription Ar [ppm]Ar [ppm] Kr [ppt]Kr [ppt]

LindeLinde AG (Worms)AG (Worms) 0.40.4 66

WestfalenWestfalen AG (AG (HörstelHörstel)) 0.030.03 77

SOL (SOL (MantovaMantova)) 0.20.2 99

WestfalenWestfalen AG (AG (HörstelHörstel)) 0.00050.0005 0.060.06

SOL (SOL (MantovaMantova)) 0.0050.005 0.040.04

LindeLinde AG (Worms)AG (Worms) 0.040.04 44

LindeLinde AG (Worms)AG (Worms) 0.0130.013 0.10.1

GoalGoal 0.360.36 0.140.14



Search for ultrapure NSearch for ultrapure N22 on the on the 
market market -- SummarySummary

Air separation plants produce NAir separation plants produce N22 of of 
very high purityvery high purity
Contaminations are brought in by Contaminations are brought in by 
transport / refilling / storagetransport / refilling / storage
Conclusion (for BOREXINO):Conclusion (for BOREXINO):
Full delivery chain (from the production Full delivery chain (from the production 
plant to the laboratory) needs to be plant to the laboratory) needs to be 
tested under realisitic conditions.tested under realisitic conditions.
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Total 222Rn budget inside tank: 65 mBq
Converted in 222Rn concentration: 6 μBq/m3 (STP)





Time dependency of Time dependency of 222222Rn (tank 90% full)Rn (tank 90% full)



ConditionsConditions CCAr Ar [ppb[ppb]] CCKr Kr [ppt[ppt]]

In liquid phaseIn liquid phase 1212 ±± 22 0.02 0.02 ±± 0.0050.005

In gas phaseIn gas phase 77 ±± 11 0.0060.006 ±± 0.0040.004

BOREXINO goalBOREXINO goal <360<360 <0.14<0.14

ResultsResults on Argon / Kryptonon Argon / Krypton

No dependency on filling level of tankNo dependency on filling level of tank
Gas phase concentration always lower Gas phase concentration always lower 
than liquid phase concentrationthan liquid phase concentration
Supply chain succesfully tested!Supply chain succesfully tested!



222222Rn dependency on filling levelRn dependency on filling level

CCRnRn [[μμBq/mBq/m33] (STP)] (STP)

ConditionsConditions
Liquid Liquid 
phasephase

Gas Gas 
phasephase

VVLN2LN2 ~14 m~14 m3 3 (90 % (90 % filledfilled)) 8 8 ±± 11 7 7 ±± 11

VVLN2LN2 ~6 m~6 m3 3 (38 % (38 % filledfilled)) 10 10 ±± 11 26 26 ±± 33

VVLN2LN2 ~3 m~3 m33 (19 % (19 % filledfilled)) 11 11 ±± 11 30 30 ±± 33

VVLN2LN2 ~200 l (~200 l (almostalmost emptyempty)) 237 237 ±± 1313 47 47 ±± 33

VVLN2LN2 ~0.8 m~0.8 m33 (5 % (5 % filledfilled)) 38 38 ±± 55 42 42 ±± 99



222222Rn in gas phase / liquid phaseRn in gas phase / liquid phase
An attempt of interpretationAn attempt of interpretation
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ConclusionConclusion

222222Rn problem can be solved „in the lab“  Rn problem can be solved „in the lab“  
by adsorption techniquesby adsorption techniques
Distillation is better approach for Ar/Kr Distillation is better approach for Ar/Kr 
purificationpurification
Final Ar/Kr concentration strongly Final Ar/Kr concentration strongly 
dependent on storage / refilling / transportdependent on storage / refilling / transport
Can be controlled (tank design / refilling Can be controlled (tank design / refilling 
procedure)procedure)
Final Final 222222Rn concentration determined by Rn concentration determined by 
storage tankstorage tank
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